In this work we study a particular way of dealing with interference in combinatorial optimization models representing wireless communication networks. In a typical wireless network, co-channel interference occurs whenever two overlapping antennas use the same frequency channel, and a less critical interference is generated whenever two overlapping antennas use adjacent channels. This motivates the formulation of the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem which, given an interference graph G representing the potential interference between the antennas and a set of prespecified colors/channels, asks for a vertex coloring of G minimizing the number of edges receiving adjacent colors. We propose an integer programming model for this problem and present three families of facet-inducing valid inequalities. Based on these results, we implement a branch-and-cut algorithm for this problem, and we provide promising computational results.
a b s t r a c t
In this work we study a particular way of dealing with interference in combinatorial optimization models representing wireless communication networks. In a typical wireless network, co-channel interference occurs whenever two overlapping antennas use the same frequency channel, and a less critical interference is generated whenever two overlapping antennas use adjacent channels. This motivates the formulation of the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem which, given an interference graph G representing the potential interference between the antennas and a set of prespecified colors/channels, asks for a vertex coloring of G minimizing the number of edges receiving adjacent colors. We propose an integer programming model for this problem and present three families of facet-inducing valid inequalities. Based on these results, we implement a branch-and-cut algorithm for this problem, and we provide promising computational results.
Introduction
In this work, we are interested in a combinatorial optimization problem arising from frequency assignment problems in wireless communication networks, that was motivated by the types of interference generated in GSM mobile phone networks [1] .
A wireless network employs some portion of the electromagnetic spectrum to establish communications between the transmitter/receiver network antennas, called TRXs. A certain part of the electromagnetic spectrum is licensed to the company operating the network and is divided into discrete channels. Each TRX must operate through one channel, although whenever two TRXs overlap their coverage areas co-channel interference occurs if both are using the same channel, and communications cannot be established within the common area. Moreover, if these conflicting TRXs are assigned to adjacent channels, then the so-called adjacent-channel interference occurs, generating in this case a minor interference only. In a typical scenario, a good channel assignment must avoid co-channel interference and should avoid adjacent-channel interference.
Several other constraints arise in practical settings as, e.g., blocked channels and separation constraints (see, e.g., [1] [2] [3] [4] ) but in this work we focus on the basic model as stated in the previous paragraph. We are interested in the polyhedral structure generated by such a combinatorial optimization problem, which includes a graph coloring structure with additional considerations on adjacent channels/colors. Based on these observations, we introduce in this work the minimumadjacency vertex coloring problem, present an initial polyhedral study and, based on these results, implement a branch-andcut algorithm for this problem. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formally state the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem and provide an integer programming model for this problem. Section 3 introduces three families of facet-inducing valid inequalities for this problem. Section 4 describes the implementation details of our branch-and-cut algorithm, and Section 5 provides some computational experiments. The paper closes in Section 6 with some concluding remarks and future work.
Problem formulation and integer programming model
We first introduce the interference graph G = (V , E) associated with an instance, in such a way that V represents the set of TRXs in the network and, whenever the coverage areas of two TRXs overlap, an edge in E joins the corresponding vertices. Throughout this work we shall use the notation n = |V | and m = |E|. Let C = {1, . . . , t} be a set of consecutive colors representing the t available channels. A C -coloring of G is a function c : V → C such that c(i) ̸ = c(j) for every ij ∈ E.
Clearly, a C -coloring of G corresponds to a feasible frequency assignment avoiding co-channel interference. Finally, for every vw ∈ E, we define ψ(vw) ∈ [0, 1] to be the level of interference generated when the vertices v and w are assigned adjacent colors/channels. In the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem we ask for a frequency assignment with no co-channel interference (i.e., a C -coloring of G) minimizing the less critical adjacent-channel interference. This provides a good compromise between forbidding both kinds of interference and allowing them with a penalty term in the objective function. This problem is clearly N P -hard since it generalizes the classical vertex coloring problem, thus motivating the integer programming approach started in this work.
Minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem. Given an interference graph G = (V ,
In real-world instances, the number of available frequencies may not be enough to cover the whole network with a co-channel free assignment. This issue can be addressed by allowing co-channel interference between some prespecified pairs of adjacent vertices, while penalizing such interference in the objective function. For the sake of simplicity we do not further develop this idea in the current work. When all co-channel interference is allowed, we obtain the minimum interference frequency assignment problem. We refer to [5] for a complete survey of further variants of frequency assignment problems. A relaxation of this type of problems using semidefinite programming is studied by Eisenblätter in [6] , obtaining very strong lower bounds.
Throughout this work we shall consider ψ(vw) = 1 for every vw ∈ E, so the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem reduces to finding a C -coloring of G which minimizes the number of edges receiving adjacent colors. Note that the adjacencies within the color set C are not circular, i.e., the colors 1 and t are not adjacent if t ≥ 3.
In order to state an integer programming formulation for the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem, for every v ∈ V and every c ∈ C we introduce the binary assignment variable x vc representing whether the color c is assigned to the vertex v or not. We also introduce, for every vw ∈ E, v < w, the binary adjacency variable z vw asserting whether the vertices v and w receive adjacent colors or not. With these definitions, a model for the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem is given by: Constraints (1) ensure that every vertex is assigned exactly one color from C and constraints (2) forbid adjacent vertices to be assigned the same color. Constraints (3) force adjacent vertices to be assigned nonadjacent colors unless the corresponding adjacency variable takes the value 1. Finally, constraints (4) and (5) force the variables to be binary. We call this formulation the stable-set model, which is a straightforward adaptation of the formulation presented in [7, 8] for the classical vertex coloring problem.
Note that the constraints allow feasible solutions to have active adjacency variables even when the corresponding vertices are not assigned to adjacent colors. We say that y = (x, z) is an undominated solution if z vw = 0 for every vw ∈ E such that v and w are assigned to nonadjacent colors. Note that any optimal solution is undominated if ψ(vw) > 0 for every vw ∈ E.
Alternative formulations
The orientation model for the classical vertex coloring problem [9] can also be adapted to the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem in a straightforward way. In this model, for every vertex v ∈ V we employ an integer variable x v ∈ {1, . . . , t} containing the color assigned to v (recall that t = |C|). We also have for every vw ∈ E, v < w, binary orientation variables o vw and o wv in such a way that o vw = 1 if and only if x v < x w and, finally, we employ the adjacency variables as in the stable-set model. We have also considered a new formulation for vertex coloring problems, namely the distance model, consisting of distance variables x vw ∈ [−t +1, t −1] containing the distance between the colors assigned to v and w, for every v, w ∈ V , v < w. We also employ in this model the orientation variables and the adjacency variables. This model is, to the best of our knowledge, a new approach for vertex coloring problems, which can easily be adapted to the classical vertex coloring problem.
We have performed computational experiments in order to compare the performance of these integer programming formulations with a pure branch-and-bound procedure. In these experiments we resorted to the instances introduced in Section 5. According to the results, the proposed stable-set model outperforms both the orientation model and the distance model, hence suggesting that the stable-set model is a good starting point for the implementation of a branch-and-cut algorithm. In Section 3 we start such an approach by studying the polytope associated with this integer programming model.
To conclude this section, it is interesting to note that the representatives model introduced in [10] cannot be adapted to the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem in a straightforward way, since it admits no distance notion among the assigned colors. This notion can be incorporated to the model by explicitly identifying the color assigned to each vertex but, unfortunately, this addition greatly affects the model structure. It is also interesting to mention that the classical column generation approach for the vertex coloring problem presented in [11] can be adapted to a frequency assignment setting in order to take into account the color adjacencies generated by the color assignment, as was performed in [12, 13] .
Polyhedral study
In this section we introduce the polytope associated with the stable-set formulation. We characterize the dimension of this polytope for |C| > χ (G), and we present three families of facet-inducing valid inequalities. Definition 1. Given a graph G = (V , E) and a set of colors C , we define PS(G, C ) to be the convex hull of the incidence vectors (x, z) ∈ R nt+m of feasible solutions to the stable-set model (1)-(5).
Proposition 1.
If |C| > χ (G) and E ̸ = ∅, then dim(PS(G, C )) = n(t − 1) + m, and a minimal equation system is defined by (1) . Proof. Let λ ∈ R nt+m and λ 0 ∈ R such that λy = λ 0 for every feasible solution y ∈ PS(G, C ). It suffices to show that (λ, λ 0 )
is a linear combination of the model constraints (1).
Let vw ∈ E, and consider a feasible solution y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) such that the colors assigned to v and w are nonadjacent and, furthermore, z vw = 0. Such a solution can always be constructed since |C| > χ (G) ≥ 2 (as E ̸ = ∅). By combining these observations, we conclude that λ is a linear combination of the coefficient vectors of the model constraints (1) . Since the coefficient vectors of these constraints are linearly independent, we conclude that (1) is a minimal
When |C| = χ (G), the dimension of the polytope strongly depends on the graph structure. Unfortunately, we do not have a complete characterization of dim(PS(G, C )) in this case and, to the best of our knowledge, the same holds for all known integer programming formulations of graph coloring which explicitly include a prespecified set of colors. Due to this fact, we are not able in this work to establish facetness results when |C| = χ (G).
If |C| > χ (G), it can be easily proved that the only facet-inducing constraints from the model are the relaxed constraints 0 ≤ z vw and z vw ≤ 1 for every vw ∈ E, and the non-negativity constraints for the assignment variables.
Consecutive colors clique inequalities
We introduce in this section a family of valid inequalities dominating the model constraints (3) , which showed to be particularly useful in the branch-and-cut algorithm. These inequalities measure the number of adjacencies generated when some vertices from a clique in G are assigned into a set of consecutive colors. In this work we consider a clique to be a (not necessarily maximal) set of pairwise adjacent vertices. If v ∈ V , we define N (v) = {w ∈ V : vw ∈ E} to be the set of neighbors of the vertex v and, if A ⊆ V , we define N A (v) = N (v) ∩ A to be the set of neighbors in A of the vertex v.
Definition 2 (Consecutive Colors Clique Inequalities).
Let K ⊆ V be a clique of G, and let Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C be a set of consecutive colors such that c i+1 = c i + 1, for i = 1, . . . , q − 1. We define the consecutive colors clique inequality associated with K and Q to be
Note that for every vw ∈ E, if we define K = {v, w} and we use only two adjacent colors, i.e., |Q | = {c 1 , c 2 }, then the resulting consecutive colors clique inequality dominates the constraints (3) corresponding to the edge vw, and the colors c 1 and c 2 .
In order to prove validity of (6), we need the following notation. Given a C -coloring y of G, if Q ⊆ C is a set of consecutive colors and W ⊆ V is a set of vertices, we say that Q 
is a feasible solution, we say that the variable x vc is active in y if x vc = 1, for v ∈ V and c ∈ C . Similarly, we define the variable z vw to be active in y if z vw = 1, for vw ∈ E.
Proposition 2. The consecutive colors clique inequalities (6) are valid for PS(G, C ).
Proof. Let y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) be an integer feasible solution and, for j = 1, . . . , q, define δ j = 1 if the color c j is assigned to some vertex of K and δ j = 0 otherwise. Let Q y 1 , . . . , Q y r be a minimal color distribution of Q in K given by y. We can state the LHS of (6) as
since the only active variables among x vc , for v ∈ K and c ∈ Q , are some variables corresponding to colors in Q y 1 , . . . , Q y r , and each of these colors is assigned to exactly one vertex in K , since K is a clique. We subtract δ 1 resp. δ q in the RHS of (7) so the color c 1 resp. c q contributes with one unit (instead of two) to the LHS of (6). On the other hand, we can bound the RHS of (6) by 
as (1 − δ j ) = 1 only when the color c j is not assigned to any vertex from K . By adding
By combining (7), (8), and (9), we conclude that (6) holds for y. Since y is an arbitrary feasible solution, the inequality (6) 
is valid for PS(G, C ).
We now show that the consecutive colors clique inequalities induce facets of PS(G, C ) under suitable hypotheses. We first state a preliminary lemma characterizing the feasible solutions satisfying these inequalities with equality. Proof. Assume first that the integer feasible solution y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) satisfies (6) with equality. If the condition (iii) does not hold, then there exists some active-adjacency variable z vw = 1, with v, w ∈ K , such that v or w are assigned nonadjacent colors. If we set z vw = 0, the resulting solution is still feasible but the RHS of (6) is smaller, hence y does not satisfy (6) with equality, a contradiction.
If the condition (iii) holds but the condition (ii) does not hold, then there exists some active-adjacency variable z vw = 1, with v, w ∈ K , such that v or w are assigned colors outside Q . Assume w.l.o.g. that x vc = 1, for c ∈ C \ Q . If all colors in Q are used by vertices from K , reorder the colors in C \ Q in such a way that no two vertices from K receiving colors outside Q are assigned adjacent colors. Such a reordering is possible if there are at least 2(|K | − |Q |) + 1 colors in C \ Q , which is guaranteed by the hypothesis. After this operation we can set z vw = 0, hence decreasing the RHS of (6), which implies that y does not satisfy (6) with equality, a contradiction. Now, if there exists some color c ′ ∈ Q not assigned to any vertex in K , it is possible to swap the color classes corresponding to the colors c and c ′ . Suppose c ′ = c 1 and assume w.l.o.g. that w is not assigned to the color preceding c 1 (if it is we can swap the color classes corresponding to v and w). If we set x vc 1 = 1 and z vw = 0, we increase the LHS of (6) by one unit. Furthermore, the RHS is not increased even if x w ′ c 2 = 1 for some w ′ ∈ K , since z vw is now equal to 0. The same happens if c ′ = c q assuming that w is not assigned to the color following c q . Suppose now that c ′ ∈ Q \ {c 1 , c q }, then setting x vc ′ = 1 and z vw = 0 will increase the LHS of (6) by 2. Furthermore, the RHS increases by at most one unit even if both adjacent colors to c ′ are assigned to vertices in K , since z vw is again now equal to 0. After this operation, the difference between the RHS and the LHS of (6) is reduced (and the obtained solution is feasible), hence y does not satisfy (6) with equality, a contradiction.
Therefore, if the conditions (ii) or (iii) do not hold then y does not satisfy (6) with equality, so assume that (ii) and (iii) are met. Let Q , and each such color is assigned to exactly one vertex in K , we can rewrite the LHS of (6) as
where δ j = 1 if the color c j is assigned to some vertex in K and δ j = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, the color distribution 
Finally, by (ii) and (iii) we can assume that z vw = 1 for v, w ∈ K only if v and w are assigned colors from Q , therefore
By replacing (10), (11) , and (12) in the expression of the valid inequality (6), we conclude that (6) is satisfied with equality if and only if
Restating this equation, we obtain
Therefore, the number of colors from Q \ {c 1 , c q } not assigned to vertices in K is exactly r − 1, and this holds if and only if Proof. Let (π , π 0 ) ∈ R nt+m+1 be the coefficient vector of (6), and let F be the face of PS(G, C ) defined by (6) . Let λ ∈ R nt+m and λ 0 ∈ R such that λy = λ 0 for every y ∈ F . We shall verify that λ is a linear combination of π and the coefficient vectors of the model constraints (1), hence proving that F is a facet of PS(G, C ). Note that Claim 3 implies λ x vc = λ x vc ′ for v ∈ K and c, c Fig. 1 (b) 
where η (v) represents the coefficient vector of the model constraint (1), for v ∈ V . Therefore, the consecutive colors clique inequality (6) induces a facet of PS(G, C ).
Next we present a large family of valid inequalities generalizing (6). 
Note that Q h and Q h+1 may be adjacent sets but in that case the resulting inequality is dominated by the multi-consecutive colors clique obtained by using Q h ∪ Q h+1 as a unique set. The proof of validity of these inequalities is very similar to the proof of Proposition 2, and is therefore omitted.
Proposition 3 ([14]). The multi-consecutive colors clique inequalities (15) are valid for PS(G, C ).
Note that the multi-consecutive colors clique inequalities are not dominated by the sum of the consecutive colors clique inequalities associated to Q 1 , . . . , Q p since the sum of the adjacency variables over the edges in K appears only once in (15) . Moreover, computational results obtained using these inequalities outperformed the ones using (6) . We conjecture that these inequalities define facets of PS(G, C ), under similar hypothesis as in Theorem 1.
Consecutive colors inner clique inequalities
In this and the following section we introduce two classes of facet-inducing inequalities for PS(G, C ) arising from a clique K ⊆ V and a distinguished vertex k ∈ K . In these constructions, the clique structure is crucial both for validity and facetness, suggesting the importance of the cliques of the interference graph for the structure of PS(G, C ). The proof of facetness of the inequalities presented in this and the following section go along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1, and are therefore omitted.
Let K ⊆ V be a clique, k ∈ K be some vertex of K , and {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 } ⊆ C be a set of three consecutive colors. If some vertex v ∈ K \ {k} receives the color c 2 then an adjacency with k is generated if the latter receives either c 1 or c 3 . This idea can be generalized for a set Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C of an odd number of consecutive colors; if vertices from K \ {k} are using every color c i ∈ Q with an odd index i, then any color c j ∈ Q with an even index j generates adjacencies when assigned to k. The following family of valid inequalities arises from this observation.
Definition 4 (Consecutive Colors Inner Clique Inequality).
Let K ⊆ V be a clique of G, and fix a vertex k ∈ K . Let Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C , with an odd q, be a set of consecutive colors such that c i+1 = c i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , q − 1. Let I = {c 1 , c 3 , . . . , c q } and P = {c 2 , c 4 , . . . , c q−1 }. We define the consecutive colors inner clique inequality associated with K , k and Q to be
Note that if Q = {c 1 , c 2 , c 3 }, K = {v, w} and k = v then the resulting consecutive colors inner clique inequality dominates the constraint (3) corresponding to the edge vw and the colors c 1 and c 2 (resp. the edge vw and the colors c 3 and c 2 ).
Proposition 4. The consecutive colors inner clique inequalities (16) are valid for PS(G, C ).
Proof. Let y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) be a feasible solution. For c ∈ C , define δ c ∈ {0, 1} to be
i.e., δ c = 1 if and only if c is assigned to a vertex from K \ {k}. For any color c j ∈ P, if δ c j (x kc j−1 + x kc j+1 ) = 1, then a color adjacency exists between k and some vertex from K \ {k}. Since K is a clique, we can bound the RHS of (16) by
On the other hand, we can write the LHS of (16) as
Hence we can prove that (16) holds by showing that (18) is not greater than the LHS of (17) . To this end, for every c j ∈ P we show ( (18) is lesser or equal than the LHS of (17), hence (16) holds.
Since the solution y is arbitrary, the inequality (16) is valid for PS(G, C ).
Theorem 2 ([15]). If |C| > χ (G) and |C| ≥ |K | + 5, then the consecutive colors inner clique inequalities (16) are facet-defining for PS(G, C ).
It is interesting to note that we can define the set Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } even when c 1 resp. c q represents a color outside the limits of C , i.e., when c 2 is the first color resp. c q−1 is the last color from C . The inequalities obtained by omitting the variables associated to c 1 resp. c q are still valid, and they also define facets of PS(G, C ).
To conclude this section, note that for any undominated integer solution y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) there are several consecutive colors inner clique inequalities satisfied with equality by y. To this end, take a vertex k ∈ V and call c the color assigned to it. If c ̸ = 1, t, then by defining Q = {c − 2, c − 1, c, c + 1, c + 2} and taking any clique K such that k ∈ K , the associated valid inequality is satisfied with equality by y. If c is the first color resp. the last color of C , by defining Q = {c, c + 1, c + 2} resp. Q = {c − 2, c − 1, c} we again obtain a consecutive colors inner clique inequality satisfied with equality by y.
Consecutive colors subset clique inequalities
The class of valid inequalities introduced in this section arises from similar considerations as for the inner clique inequalities.
Definition 5.
Let K ⊆ V be a clique of G, and fix a vertex k ∈ K . Let Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C be a set of consecutive colors such that c i+1 = c i + 1 for i = 1, . . . , q − 1. We define the consecutive colors subset clique inequality associated with K , k and Q to be
(20)
Proposition 5. The consecutive colors subset clique inequalities (20) are valid for PS(G, C ).
i.e., δ c = 1 if and only if c is assigned to a vertex from K \ {k}. For every i = 2, . . . , q − 1, note that if δ c i (x kc i−1 + x kc i+1 ) = 1, then a color adjacency exists between k and some vertex from K \ {k}. So, we can bound the RHS of (20) by
Note that no color adjacency is counted more than once since k receives at most one color from Q . On the other hand, we can write the LHS of (20) as
To conclude the proof, we show that (20) holds by verifying that (22) is not greater than the LHS of (21). To this end, note that As in the consecutive colors inner clique inequalities, the set Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } can be defined even when c 1 resp. c q represents a color outside the limits of C . The inequalities obtained by omitting the variables associated to c 1 resp. c q are still valid, and they also define facets of PS(G, C ). Again, we conclude this section noting that for any undominated integer solution y = (x, z) ∈ PS(G, C ) there are several consecutive colors subset clique inequalities satisfied with equality by y. To this end, take a vertex k ∈ V and call c the color assigned to it. If c ̸ = 1, t, then by defining Q = {c − 2, c − 1, c, c + 1, c + 2} and taking any clique K such that k ∈ K , the associated valid inequality is satisfied with equality by y. If c is the first color resp. the last color of C , by defining Q = {c, c + 1, c + 2} resp. Q = {c − 2, c − 1, c} we obtain a consecutive colors subset clique inequality satisfied with equality by y (these are actually consecutive colors inner clique inequalities).
The branch-and-cut algorithm
We briefly describe in this section the implementation of a branch-and-cut algorithm for the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem, based on the polyhedral results presented in Section 3.
Formulation and valid inequalities
We start with the stable-set formulation (1)- (5), replacing the inequalities (3) by the dominating consecutive colors clique inequalities associated with each edge of G and each pair of consecutive colors. In the branch-and-cut algorithm we also consider the clique inequalities introduced in [7] in a similar context. If K ⊆ V is a clique of G and c ∈ C , the clique inequality associated with K and c is
This inequality is valid and, if K is a maximal clique, then (24) induces a facet of PS(G, C ). In our implementation we dynamically add cuts generated from the following classes of valid inequalities:
• consecutive colors inner clique inequalities (CCIK), • consecutive colors subset clique inequalities (CCSK), • multi-consecutive colors clique inequalities (MCCK), and • clique inequalities (K).
Separation procedures
We have designed both exact and heuristic separation procedures for each class of valid inequalities, in order to address the tradeoff between the number of generated cuts and the separation times. As all these classes require a clique in the interference graph, we resort to generic clique-searching exact and heuristic methods for the CCIK, CCSK, and K inequalities, and the MCCK inequalities are handled in a slightly different way. We now describe these computational procedures. Letŷ = (x,ẑ) be the fractional solution after solving the linear relaxation associated with some node in the branch-andcut tree, and suppose we want to separate the CCIK inequalities, i.e., we search for a clique K ⊆ V , a vertex k ∈ K and a set of consecutive colors Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C such that
As the number of vertices in G and the number of odd-sized consecutive colors sets are both linear on the instance size, we search for a clique K ⊆ V satisfying (25) for each possible combination of k and Q . Fix, therefore, some vertex k ∈ V and some set Q = {c 1 , . . . , c q } ⊆ C and, for each vertex v ∈ N (k), define the weight inŷ of v with respect to k as
Under this definition, (25) can be written as
so the separation problem is, in this case, equivalent to searching for a clique K with weight greater thanσ k . A similar approach can be performed for the CCSK and the K inequalities, by defining suitable vertex weights as follows:
The exact clique-searching procedure is based on a backtracking algorithm, which searches for all possible cliques in the neighborhood of the vertex k. At each level in the backtracking tree, a new vertex from N (k) is considered for addition into/exclusion from the clique under construction. The implemented algorithm can be configured to yield (a) all cliques, (b) the first N, or (c) the best N cliques generating violated inequalities. As this procedure is clearly exponential, we have implemented the following additional techniques in order to make the search as efficient as possible:
• Positive weights only. We exclude from the search the vertices in N (k) with negative weights (note that negative weights are indeed possible in this setting).
• Node limit. We impose a limit on the number of nodes that the backtracking visits in the enumeration tree, in order to keep the separation times under control.
• Node bounding. At each node a in the backtracking tree, a bounding step is performed as follows. Let K be the partial clique associated with the node, and let T be the set of vertices not yet visited by the procedure (i.e., corresponding to the vertices associated with the subtree rooted at the node a). An upper bound of the best possible clique in the subtree rooted at the node a is given by ω(K ) + ω(T ), attained if K ∪ T is indeed a clique. If this bound is smaller than the best clique found so far, then the node a is closed and its descendants are no further examined. It is interesting to note that ω(T ) need not be computed at each node, since T corresponds to the last |T | vertices of N (k), thus it only depends on the level of a within the tree. This way, only |N (k)| − 1 bounds must be precomputed before the backtracking begins.
• Vertex ordering. The backtracking algorithm tests the vertices with larger weights first, in order to construct the first cliques in a greedy-like way, thus giving the bounding step more chances of succeeding.
These additions to the backtracking procedure allowed to cut significant portions of the enumeration tree, generating shorter running times without affecting the separation results.
On the other hand, the heuristic separation procedure consists of a standard greedy algorithm for clique searching. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary vertex w ∈ N (k) defining a singleton clique K = {w} and visits the vertices of N (k) \ {w} in decreasing order of their weights, greedily adding each vertex v to K if K ∪ {v} is a clique.
Separation of the MCCK inequalities
The separation procedure for the MCCK inequalities first tries to find a violated consecutive colors clique (CCK) inequality, and then it tries to extend this inequality in order to find one or more violated MCCK inequalities.
The separation of the CCK inequalities consists in finding a clique K and a set of consecutive colors Q such that the CCK inequality associated with K and Q is violated. Since the total number of sets with consecutive colors is O(t 2 ), we search for a clique K for every possible set Q of consecutive colors. Once the set Q is fixed, we define the weight inŷ = (x,ẑ) of v ∈ V with respect to K as
Note that, unlike the separation procedures in Section 4.2, in this case the weight depends on the clique K being constructed. Under this definition, a violated CCK inequality can be written as
The backtracking procedure is applied with these weights, but the vertex ordering and the bounding step cannot be applied in this case. To overcome this difficulty, for each vertex v ∈ N (k), we define the estimated weight to bẽ
and such weights are used for ordering the vertices and perform the bounding step in the backtracking procedure. Note that these estimated weights do not depend on the clique K under construction. Sinceω(v) ≥ ω K (v) for every v ∈ N (k), these estimated weights can be properly used in order to perform the bounding step within the backtracking procedure. These estimated weights are also used in the greedy separation heuristic for the CCK inequalities. Once a violated CCK inequality is found, say associated with a clique K ⊆ V and a set of consecutive colors Q ⊆ C , we try to extend this inequality to a violated MCCK inequality. To this end, we set Q 1 = Q and we try to find new sets
We first search for a set Q forward as long as the resulting inequality remains violated. When the inequality is not violated (as in Fig. 2(c) ), we fix c 2 q 2 to be the preceding color (i.e., such that the resulting inequality is violated), so that Q 2 is set as in Fig. 2(d) . We repeat this procedure until there are no colors left.
Additional techniques
Primal heuristic. We implement a standard primal heuristic based on solution rounding, in order to exploit the potential structure in the fractional solutions at each node in the branch-and-cut tree. Let (x,ẑ) be the current (fractional) solution. We resort to a straightforward constructive heuristic, by selecting at each step a vertex v and a color c such thatx vc = max{x v ′ c ′ : 0 <x v ′ c ′ < 1}, and we setx vc = 1,x vc ′ = 0 for every c ′ ∈ C \ {c}, andx wc = 0 for every w ∈ N (v).
These selections are performed in an arbitrary order and the LP problem is not resolved after each variable setting. This procedure is repeated until there are no x-variables with fractional values and, upon termination, the z-variables are given values accordingly. A feasible solution arises from this procedure if every vertex is assigned exactly one color.
Selection of the branching variable.
Since the x-variables define the feasible solution, we branch on these variables only. When a branching step is performed, a fractional x-variable is selected and two children nodes are created, by setting this variable to 0 or 1, respectively.
Variable fixing by logical implications. Whenever a variable is fixed by the branching process, we perform the following straightforward variable fixings in order to reduce the subproblem size. For each v ∈ V and c ∈ C such that x vc is fixed to 1, we set x vc ′ = 0 for every c ′ ∈ C \ {c} and x wc = 0 for every w ∈ N (v). Furthermore, for every vw ∈ E and c 1 , c 2 ∈ C with x vc 1 and x wc 2 both fixed to 1, we set z vw = 1 if |c 1 − c 2 | = 1 and z vw = 0 otherwise.
Computational experiments
We tested the branch-and-cut algorithm on subgraphs from the celar instances set from the euclid calma project [16] . Although these instances do not explicitly define co-channel and adjacent-channel interference properties, we are interested in their real-world interference graphs. Since we are interested in the running times needed to achieve optimality, we randomly extract connected induced subgraphs from these instances in order to manage the size and density in our tests. To this end, we implemented a straightforward algorithm which starts from a random vertex and builds a subgraph by randomly selecting neighbors of the already selected vertices. This way we can control the instance size, while keeping graph structures present in real-world instances. We have considered instances with 14-20 vertices and, for the generated instances, we use between 9 and 13 channels.
We employed the ABACUS framework [17] to develop the branch-and-cut algorithm, linked to ILOG CPLEX 9.0 [18] for solving the linear relaxations. The experiments were performed on an AMD Athlon© 64 PC, with 1.5 GHz and a RAM memory of 2 GB, and a time limit of 30 min.
Selection of families of inequalities.
We executed the branch-and-cut algorithm with several combinations of families of valid inequalities alone, resorting to the following separation procedures:
• backtracking procedure with the first 10 option, • backtracking procedure with the best 10 option, • backtracking procedure with the all option, • greedy heuristic returning at most 10 cliques.
None of the considered families alone is able to obtain good results within the imposed time limit. In particular, the algorithm with just one of each family obtains no optimal solutions for instances with more than 14 vertices.
The minimal combination of valid inequalities achieving reasonable results is the union of the clique inequalities (K) and the multi-consecutive colors clique inequalities (MCCK). Using this combination, most instances with up to 20 vertices can be solved in less than 2 min, so the combination MCCK+K is taken as the base configuration for the following experiments. It is interesting that the combined action of both inequalities allows for such good results, as the K inequalities enforce the definition of a proper coloring (since they do not involve the adjacency variables) whereas the MCCK inequalities concentrate on the proper definition of the variables taking part in the objective function.
Starting with the base configuration, we study the effect of the remaining families in the overall procedure. In particular, we now report on the results with the following combinations: A remarkable result is that the performance of the greedy separation procedure is not as effective as the backtracking-based separation for these instances. Both the running times and the number of nodes in the branch-and-cut tree are much larger when the greedy separation is applied, in spite of the shorter separation times. The best combination turns out to be the base configuration (MCCK + K inequalities) with a backtracking separation procedure returning the best 10 found cliques.
However, the differences between this configuration and the other combinations of valid inequalities and backtracking options seem to be small.
Separation parameters.
We now refine the experiments with the separation procedures for the MCCK + K inequalities, by tuning the parameters of the backtracking separation procedure returning the best found cliques. We experiment with the number N of cliques returned by the procedure ranging between 1 and 34, and with the maximum number of nodes in the backtracking trees ranging in the set {150, 300, 450, 600}. These experiments aim at assessing the tradeoff between the number of generated cuts and the separation times. Fig. 4 reports the average results. The best running times are obtained when the number N of returned cliques ranges between 12 and 22, and when the backtracking procedure stops after 150 nodes in the backtracking tree. This result is interesting, as it suggests that the best cuts are obtained within the first branches of the backtracking tree and it is not worth visiting the remaining nodes in the backtracking algorithm. Parameters of the branch-and-cut algorithm. In this paragraph we consider two key parameters of the branch-and-cut procedure, namely the skip factor and the number of cutting plane rounds at each node in the branch-and-cut tree. In our experiments the skip factor ranges within the set {1, . . . , 5} and the number of cutting plane rounds ranges within the set {1, . . . , 5, ∞}. It is observed that as the number of cutting plane rounds increases, the overall performance is better (e.g., with just one cutting plane round and skip factors of 3, 4, and 5, no instance is solved to optimality), the best value being ''infinite''. The influence of the skip factor is also remarkable, showing the best results when the cutting plane phase is applied at every node in the branch-and-cut tree (i.e., with skip factor equal to 1). These results suggest to give priority to the cutting plane phase over the branching steps, giving a hint that the combination MCCK + K is indeed strong.
Comparison with CPLEX [18] . We tested our implementation with the best parameter setting found in the previous paragraphs, comparing against the running times obtained by CPLEX 9.0. Table 1 shows the running times in seconds and the number of nodes in the enumeration tree for our implementation and CPLEX. For the instances that could not be solved to optimality within the time limit, we also report the final duality gap. For the branch-and-cut algorithm, the number of K and MCCK generated cuts and the overall separation time are also reported, as well as the dual bound achieved by the cutting plane phase at the root node of the tree. Note that the reported gap at this column is computed against the optimal solution for the instance. It is interesting to note that the optimal value of the initial linear relaxation is always zero.
It is interesting to note that, for the considered instances, both the running times and the number of generated nodes are much smaller for the branch-and-cut algorithm. Furthermore, only one instance is not solved to optimality by the branchand-cut while CPLEX fails to achieve optimality in 80% of the instances. The gap obtained in this unsolved instance is the same for both algorithms while the number of open nodes is significantly smaller in the branch-and-cut. Another interesting result relates to the dual bounds obtained by applying the cuts at the root node. In particular, in 92.5% of the instances the dual bound achieved at the root node equals the optimal value (recall that without the cut generation, the linear relaxation has null optimal value).
These results show that the dynamical generation of the MCCK inequalities and the K inequalities are indeed a good addition to the basic branch-and-bound algorithm, resulting in much better running times and lower bounds. 
Conclusions and future work
In this work we studied the minimum-adjacency vertex coloring problem, which captures the combinatorial structure of a natural way of dealing with interference in many wireless communications networks. We have performed a polyhedral study of an integer programming formulation for this problem, presenting three facet-inducing families of valid inequalities. We have designed separation procedures for these families and implemented a branch-and-cut algorithm based on these results, which obtained competitive results with respect to the existing computational machinery. Although the instances we are able to solve to optimality are far from being real-size instances, we believe that the results presented in this work may contribute to future developments for the practical solution of frequency assignment problems.
It would be interesting to search for further families of (facet-inducing) valid inequalities, in order to enhance the computational results obtained in this work and, in particular, in order to tackle larger problem instances. Our experiments suggest that not any class of valid inequalities may benefit the overall branch-and-cut algorithm, hence such a polyhedral study should be accompanied by computational experiments in order to assess the practical contribution of each family in such an environment.
